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Capabilities, Accreditations and Frameworks
With the recent acquisition of Armadillo, Chess have enhanced their cybersecurity
capabilities with 15 of the UK’s top Penetration Test experts.
Armadillo are a CREST approved Penetration Testing, Vulnerability Assessment
and a STAR and GBEST Attack Simulation testing company, accredited by the
NCSC as a green light company authorised to perform CHECK ITHC assessments
for government departments.

With a highly experienced team of consultants, the Armadillo addition to form
part of the Chess company group, will enhance Chess’ pen testing capability, with
security now representing over 20% of the group sales.
Our consultants are CHECK Team Leaders (CTLs) or CHECK Team Members
(CTMs) and are approved to conduct government CHECK testing. Additionally,
our attack simulation consultants hold the CREST CSAS and CSAM certifications,
allowing us to work on STAR and GBEST attack simulation engagements.
The Armadillo team have many decades of experience conducting a broad range of
central government, public sector, health care, financial services and commercial
testing engagements and always aim to go the extra mile for our customers.

Collectively, our team hold the following credentials:
CREST Certifications

Certified Testers

Practitioner Security Analysts (CPSA)
Registered Penetration Testers (CRT)
Certified Web Application Testers (CCT APP)
Certified Infrastructure Testers (CCT INF)
Certified Simulated Attack Specialist (CSAS)
Certified Simulated Attack Manager (CSAM)

CHECK Certifications

Certified Testers

CHECK Team Member (CTM)
CHECK Team Leader (CTL) - Infrastructure
CHECK Team Leader (CTL) - Applications
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Find out more at Armadillosec.co.uk

Our information security controls, and quality management systems meet and exceed the
high standards set by the ISO 27001:2013 and ISO9001:2015 standards. We are also Cyber
Essentials Plus certified.
We are an approved HM Government supplier and part of the Crown Commercial Supplier
G-Cloud 12 and Cyber Security Services 3 frameworks, as well as an assured service
provider of NCSC approved security testing services.

help you
Chess is one of the UK’s leading independent
and trusted technology service providers,
leveraging world-class technology, Chess
helps you to connect your people, protect
your data, grow your business, reduce your
costs and work better together.

Contact Us
Phone
+44 (0) 1438 560 112
Email
info@armadillosec.co.uk
Website
Armadillosec.co.uk

Armadillo Sec Ltd
Business and Technology Centre
Bessemer Drive
Stevenage
Hertfordshire
SG1 2DX
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